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Background and Motivation

The optimal collection and monitoring of active materials is essential for the efficient protection and sustainable utilization of the ocean.

Examples of problems we aim to solve
- Time-optimal collection of a field of dynamic marine material
- Time-optimal path planning for dynamically-constrained vehicles that can collect energy from their surroundings

Objective and Problem Statement

Find the quickest path for a vehicle:
- From start point to destination
- In a dynamic flow field in which the vehicle is being advected
- While collecting a required amount of background field, which is also dynamic!

Problem Parameters
- Background flow $V(x,t)$
- Max vehicle speed $F_{x_{max}}$
- Vehicle heading $h$
- Vehicle dynamics $\frac{dx}{dt} = F_h + V(x,t)$

Current state of the art methods for time-optimal path planning:
- Rapidly exploring random trees
- $A^*$ search
- Artificial potential methods

We base our method on the algorithm developed for time-optimal path planning using the Level Set method – An exact equation which applies in any strongly dynamic background flows

Reachability front in augmented state space
- Consider and augmented state space containing the vehicle position and harvest field (e.g., energy).
- Reachability set is now the set of states that can be reached at a given time. If a vehicle can reach a certain point at the prescribed energy level, the point in the state space (the position and energy level) is in the reachable set

Key steps for computing forward level set evolution
- Specify all states of interest and determine their dynamics
- Determine the optimal dynamics for reachability front evolution ~ Maximize normal excursion from the level set
- Create a PDE whose characteristics are the optimal dynamics and thus governs the implicit function ($\mathcal{G}$) dynamics

Maximization for Specific Cases

Optimal Collection Path Planning
- $\frac{d\phi}{dt} = F(x,t)$

Energy Optimal Path Planning
- $\frac{d\phi}{dt} = \dot{h}(x,F,h)$

Time Optimal Path Planning

Validation: Energy Optimal Path Planning

We compare the solutions obtained using our methodology to semi-analytical solutions in a canonical flow

Conclusions and Future Work

- Derived exact equation and algorithm for time-optimal collection of background field by extending our existing equations for time-optimal path planning
- Demonstrated successful examples for dynamic energy-optimal and optimal-collection path planning
- Account for cases where the background field is affected by collection
- Account for stochasticity in ocean flow
- Compute optimal paths to clean up sargassum and harmful algae

Results

Ex 2: Energy optimal path planning in a quasi-geostrophic double gyre flow
- A quasi-geostrophic double gyre flow shown on the right simulates near surface ocean circulation at mid-latitude regions
- We consider the case where the vehicle can recharge batteries using solar radiation available in the southeast corner of the domain.
- In a strong flow, the reachability front is very strongly governed by the background currents
- The optimal paths obtained for various energy constraints are highly non-trivial

Ex 3: Realistic simulation with parameters for SAUV II
- We now test this algorithm with realistic vehicle parameters in the Mediterranean region. The ocean forecasts and the solar radiation forecasts are shown to the right. Shown below are the plots for the level set evolution and the final optimal path obtained

Ex 4/5: Proof of concepts: Moving fish farms and Kelp harvesters
- Other potential application of this algorithm is in moving fish farms. Nutrient densities for fish can vary drastically with depth. By modelling the nutrients, we can find the optimal path that a fish farm should follow to allow the fishes to multiply rapidly in the minimum possible time.
- By modelling kelp growth, we can also plan optimal paths for harvesters, allowing them to operate efficiently and collect the most amount of kelp in the least amount of time.
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